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Abstract
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Abstract—The IEEE 802.15.4 is the most widespread used protocol for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and it is being used as a baseline for several higher layer protocols such as ZigBee, 6LoWPAN or WirelessHART. Its MAC (Medium Access Control) supports both contention-free (CFP, based on the reservation of guaranteed time-slots GTS) and contention based (CAP, ruled by CSMA/CA) access, when operating in beacon-enabled mode. Thus, it enables the differentiation between real-time and best-effort traffic. However, some WSN applications and higher layer protocols may strongly benefit from the possibility of supporting more traffic classes. This happens, for instance, for dense WSNs used in time-sensitive industrial applications. In this context, we propose to differentiate traffic classes within the CAP, enabling lower transmission delays and higher success probability to time-critical messages, such as for event detection, GTS reservation and network management. Building upon a previously proposed methodology (TRADIF), in this paper we outline its implementation and experimental validation over a real-time operating system. Importantly, TRADIF is fully backward compatible with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, enabling to create different traffic classes just by tuning some MAC parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, wireless networking communities have been directing increasing efforts in pushing forward anywhere and anytime distributed computing systems. These efforts have lead to the emergence of smart device networking, including Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), which represent enabling infrastructures for these new classes of large-scale networked embedded systems. However, WSNs system designers must fulfill the Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements imposed by the applications (and users) for these to become a reality.

Although some WSN applications do not impose stringent timing requirements on data delivery, like environmental monitoring or precision agriculture, there are a number of other applications in which timeliness is of great importance. It is the case of most industrial automation and process control applications, in which computations and communications must not only be logically correct but also be produced on time.

In this line, the standardization efforts of the IEEE Task Group 15.4 have contributed to solve this problem by the definition of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol for Low-Rate, Low-Power Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs) [1], which is being used as an enabling technology to support other protocols such as ZigBee [2], 6LoWPAN [3], or WirelessHART [4]. This is partially due to the great potential of this protocol for flexibly fitting the different requirements of many WSN applications by adequately setting its parameters.

In beacon-enabled mode, this standard provides two mechanisms (Figure 1): (1) slotted CSMA/CA as a Medium Access Protocol in the Contention Access Period (CAP) and (2) Guaranteed Time Slots (GTS) in the Contention Free Period. The GTS mechanism enables a deterministic access to the medium but it has some limitations.

The first limitation concerns the restriction on the distribution and amount of traffic that can arrive this service. In a superframe, a maximum of seven GTS slots can be allocated, implying that in each cluster (PAN) a maximum of seven nodes can have guaranteed slots in any superframe. The remaining nodes may only transmit in the CAP, without any QoS support.

Second, GTS can only provide guaranteed services in bursts, limiting any node to the length of the slot allocated to it. This does not provide an optimum solution if the messages requiring QoS support are evenly distributed over time.

Third, even in applications where the limited number of GTS slots can be considered sufficient, the allocation must be preceded by an allocation request message transmitted in the CAP, and since collisions may occur, the request may fail, delaying its service. The same problem applies to other protocol command units.

Therefore, network management (e.g. GTS allocation requests, alarms, network management commands, association commands), are more critical than regular data frames. Failing to cope with this may result in unfairness and degradation of the network performance, particularly for high traffic loads. In this line, these critical messages, require that QoS support be extended to the CAP.

Moreover, the GTS mechanism may also face coexistence problems since other wireless networks operating in the same frequency range (Bluetooth or IEEE
802.11) are completely unaware of the time slot allocations made at the IEEE 802.15.4 superframe. This turns the GTS approach worthless in the presence of collisions.

Therefore, while GTS is considered a good solution for the QoS requirement of the low-rate WPAN applications (for which IEEE 802.15.4 was originally designed), the requirements of dense sensor networks (especially at high and distributed loads) demand a more flexible mechanism.

This paper builds upon a previously proposed [5] set of mechanisms to provide QoS to the CAP (demonstrated through simulation), and describes its implementation and experimental validation.

We show that these mechanisms can easily provide increased QoS to higher priority messages, requiring only minor add-ons and ensuring backward compatibility with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard protocol.

The integration of these mechanisms in IEEE 802.15.4 is relevant for leveraging its use in time-sensitive WSN applications. TRADIF can also enrich future versions and amendments to the standard (e.g. IEEE 802.15.4e [6]), which aims at enhancing and add functionalities to the 802.15.4-2006 MAC for industrial applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview on the related work concerning traffic differentiation, focusing on IEEE 802.15.4 beacon-enabled networks. Section 3 highlights the IEEE 802.15.4 features and its slotted CSMA/CA mechanism. Section 4 presents the proposed differentiation service strategies. Section 5 outlines the implementation, and Section 6 elaborates on the experimental performance evaluation. Section 7 concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The improvement of the IEEE 802.15.4 Slotted CSMA/CA MAC mechanisms to achieve reduced (soft) delay guarantees and better reliability of time-critical events on Wireless Sensor Networks has drawn a few research works.

In [7], the authors modified the slotted CSMA/CA algorithm to enable fast delivery of high priority frames in emergency situations, using a priority toning strategy. Nodes that have high priority frames to be transmitted must send a tone signal just before the beacon transmission. If the tone signal is detected by the PAN Coordinator, an emergency notification is conveyed in the beacon frame, which alerts other nodes with no urgent messages to defer their transmissions by some amount of time, in order to privilege high priority frame transmissions at the beginning of the contention access period.

In [8], the authors extend the previous schemes by allowing high priority frames to perform only one Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) operation instead of two, using a frame tailoring strategy, which aims to avoid collisions between data frames and acknowledgment frames when only one CCA is performed. This approach of CCA reduction requires Frame Tailoring, i.e. adjusting data packet length in such a way that one CCA becomes sufficient to detect any acknowledgement frame transmission. While this method reduces the CCA overhead by half, problem of backward incompatibility remains.

PECAP [9] presented yet another solution based on a toning signal. Here, the main idea was to use the inactive portion of the superframe to carry out the transmission of high priority packets. The beginning of this portion is signaled by a jamming signal at the end of the CAP. This approach does not tolerate the use of the CFP for transmitting guaranteed traffic.

Although these solutions seem to improve the responsiveness of high priority frames in IEEE 802.15.4 Slotted CSMA/CA, they require a non-negligible change to the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol, thus turning them non-compatible with the standard. The toning mechanism imposes some changes to the hardware (using a tone signal transmitter) and also to the protocol itself, due to the frame tailoring strategy. This represents a major drawback for these proposals since they contradict the ongoing 15.4 working groups standardizations efforts.

Other approaches that do not present such an inconvenient have been proposed in the meanwhile to support service differentiation. These are usually similar to the strategy implemented in [10].

The IEEE 802.11e [10] specified a Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF) by defining variable parameters such as Arbitrary Interframe Space (AIFS), $CW_{	ext{min}}$ and $CW_{	ext{max}}$. This amendment was approved and incorporated in IEEE 802.11-2007 [11] specification.

Recent research works in IEEE 802.15.4 have presented priority-based service differentiation models similar to HCF, by tuning some of the MAC parameters as the Backoff Exponent (BE) and Contention Window size. In what follows, we enumerate some of those proposals that are focused on the slotted CSMA/CA.

So far, most of the work concerning traffic differentiation either relies on Markov Chain models or on simulation work. In fact, to our best knowledge, besides our work, there is only one proposal that presents an experimental validation in a real WSN platform [16].

Concerning analytical and simulation work, [12] presented a Markov chain model and analysed the impact of changing the backoff and contention window concerning delay and throughput. More recently in [13] the authors modeled a differentiation scheme based in two priority classes. The differentiation was achieved by changing the $C_{\text{min}}$ value between one and two. Although results were interesting, changing the contention window to one may cause collisions with ACK frames. This strategy of tuning a set of MAC parameters to improve the performance of a traffic category has been used by other recent works.

In [14] the authors introduced a backoff parameter change to improve the responsiveness of a network control system. The authors used Matlab/Simulink to simulate the control system and evaluate its response. In [15] the authors introduced a $(m,k)$-firm deadline task model to assign priorities to messages. The Backoff parameters were changed according to the proximity to lose $m$ deadlines
within a window of \( k \) service requests, and implemented the model in MICaz platforms. However, no thorough evaluation of the effects of the parameter change was carried out in any of these studies.

ANGEL [16], presents, the only implementation and performance evaluation in a WSN platform (Tinyote Sky) of a traffic differentiation mechanism, so far. Their approach is based on a multi-queue service implemented in a layer above the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC sub-layer. Traffic differentiation is achieved by tuning some MAC parameters. However, in their work, the effect of each parameter was not studied separately, and the performance evaluation was only focused on changing the \( \text{macMinBE} \) and \( \text{macMaxBE} \) parameters, although it was stated that it was possible to change others.

Moreover, the implementation was built over TinyOS [17] which we find unreliable [20] when facing large amounts of traffic due to its lack of preemption and its FIFO-based task management approach, making it difficult to precisely identify the impact of the parameter variations at heavier traffic loads. Also, in [16], if a lower priority message is already being transmitted by the slotted CSMA/CA algorithm and a higher priority message arrives at the higher priority queue, the transmission is aborted so that the higher priority message can be transmitted. This preemptive approach may lead to the starvation of lower priority traffic under certain conditions.

In this paper, we carry out a thorough experimental validation of a set of traffic differentiation mechanisms, previously presented in [5] which are completely backward compatible with the standard protocol. This work proposed two mechanisms to achieve traffic differentiation in IEEE 802.15.4 beacon-enabled networks: (1) a single FIFO queue supporting different traffic priorities by tuning the \( \text{macMinBE} \), \( \text{aMaxBE} \) and \( \text{CWInit} \) MAC parameter, and (2) a multi-queue strategy in which different parameter values were assigned to the different queues. Its improvement was verified by simulation with the OPNET [18] Open-ZB IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee simulation model [19]. Now we implemented it over a real-time operating system.

Moreover, we would like to assess if such a simple approach is sufficient to satisfy the requirements of time-critical messages and can provide interesting results with current WSN technology. We believe, this proposal can be easily adopted in the IEEE 802.15.4e extension [6] of the standard.

### III. IEEE 802.15.4 SLOTTED CSMA/CA MAC

In beacon-enabled mode, beacon frames are periodically sent by a central device, referred to as PAN coordinator, to identify its PAN and synchronize nodes that are associated with it. The PAN coordinator defines a superframe structure characterized by a Beacon Interval (BI) specifying the time between two consecutive beacons, and a Superframe Duration (SD) corresponding to the active period, as:

\[
\text{BI} = a\text{BaseSuperframeDuration} \cdot 2^{\text{BO}}
\]

\[
\text{SD} = a\text{BaseSuperframeDuration} \cdot 5^{\text{SO}}
\]

for \( 0 \leq \text{SO} \leq \text{BO} \leq 14 \)

\( \text{BO} \) and \( \text{SO} \) are called Beacon Order and Superframe Order, respectively. The Beacon Interval may optionally include an inactive period (for \( \text{SO} < \text{BO} \)), in which all nodes may enter into a sleep mode, thus saving energy. More details can be found in [4].

By default, nodes compete for medium access using slotted CSMA/CA during the Contention Access Period (CAP). The IEEE 802.15.4 protocol also provides a Contention-Free Period (CFP) within the superframe, in which a node may request the PAN coordinator to allocate Guaranteed Time Slots (GTS). In this paper, we consider the physical layer operating in the 2.4 GHz frequency band with a 250 kbps data rate. The slotted CSMA/CA backoff algorithm is based on a basic time unit called Backoff Period (BP), which is equal to aUnitBackoffPeriod = 80 bits (0.32 ms) . The slotted CSMA/CA backoff algorithm mainly depends on three variables: (1) the Backoff Exponent (BE) enables the computation of the backoff delay, (2) the Contention Window (CW) represents the number of BPs during which the channel must be sensed idle before channel access, (3) the Number of Backoffs (NB) represents the number of times the CSMA/CA algorithm was required to backoff while attempting to access the channel. Fig. 2 presents the slotted CSMA/CA algorithm [4].

![Figure 2. The IEEE802.15.4 Slotted CSMA/CA Algorithm](image)

First, the number of backoffs and the contention window are initialized (\( \text{NB} = 0 \) and \( \text{CW} = \text{CWmax} = 2 \)) (Step 1). The backoff exponent is also initialized to \( \text{BE} = 2 \) or \( \text{BE} = \text{macMinBE} \), depending on the value of the Battery Life Extension MAC attribute. \( \text{macMinBE} \) is a constant, which is by default equal to 3.

Then, the algorithm starts counting down a random number of BPs uniformly generated within \([0, 2^{\text{BE}} - 1]\) (Step 2). The count down must start at the boundary of a BP.

When the timer expires, the algorithm then performs a CCA operation at the BP boundary to assess channel
activity (Step 3). If the channel is busy (Step 4), CW is re-initialized to \( CW_{\text{min}} = 2 \), \( NB \) and \( BE \) are incremented. \( BE \) must not exceed \( a_{\text{MaxBE}} \) (default value fixed to 5). Incrementing \( BE \) increases the probability for having greater backoff delays. If the maximum number of backoffs (\( NB = mac\text{MaxCSMABackoffs} = 5 \)) is reached, the algorithm reports a failure to the higher layer; otherwise, it goes back to (Step 2) and the backoff operation is restarted. The protocol allows \( a_{\text{MaxFrameRetries}} = 3 \) after each failure. If the channel is sensed as idle, CW is decremented (Step 5). The CCA is repeated if \( CW \neq 0 \). This ensures performing two CCA operations to prevent potential collisions of acknowledgement frames. If the channel is again sensed as idle, the node attempts to transmit, provided that the remaining BPs in the current CAP are sufficient to transmit the frame and the subsequent acknowledgement. If not, the CCAs and the frame transmission are both deferred to the next superframe. This is referred to as CCA deference.

IV. TRAFFIC DIFFERENTIATION STRATEGY

As shown in [5], the behavior of slotted CSMA/CA is mostly affected by four initialization parameters, which are: (1) the minimum backoff exponent (\( mac\text{MinBE} \)), (2) the maximum backoff exponent (\( a_{\text{MaxBE}} \)), (3) the initial value of the CW (\( CW_{\text{init}} \)) and (4) the maximum number of backoffs (\( mac\text{MaxCSMABackoffs} \)). Changing the value of any of these parameters will have an impact on the performance. For instance, a performance valuation study in [21] has shown that the average delay of broadcast frames increases with \( mac\text{MinBE} \), whereas the probability of success remains independent of \( mac\text{MinBE} \) in small-scale WSNs. However, the probability of success increases for high \( mac\text{MinBE} \) values, in small-scale WSNs. Based on those observations, we propose to offer differentiated services for time-critical messages. In this paper, our service differentiation mechanisms are particularly based on the \( mac\text{MinBE} \), \( a_{\text{MaxBE}} \) and \( CW_{\text{init}} \) parameters.

Note that IEEE 802.15.4 defines two frame types: (1) data traffic, which typically represents sensory data broadcasted to the network (without using acknowledgments), (2) and command traffic, which comprises critical messages (such as alarm reports, PAN management messages and GTS allocation requests) sent by sensor nodes to the PAN Coordinator. Due to their importance, command frames are sent using acknowledged transmissions and require a particular QoS support to be delivered to their destination in a bounded time interval. In this paper, we consider command frames as the high priority service class and data frames as the low priority service class. The differentiated service strategies are presented in Fig. 3. The idea is simple. Instead of having the same CSMA/CA parameters for both traffic types, we assign each class its own attributes. We denote \( mac\text{MinBE}_{\text{HP}} \), \( a_{\text{MaxBE}}_{\text{HP}} \) and \( CW_{\text{HP}} \) the backoff interval and the contention window initial values for high priority traffic related to command frames, and \( mac\text{MinBE}_{\text{LP}}, a_{\text{MaxBE}}_{\text{LP}} \) and \( CW_{\text{LP}} \) the initial values for low priority traffic related to data frames.

While, the slotted CSMA/CA described in Section III remains unchanged, the adequate initialization parameters that correspond to each service class must be applied. In addition to the specification of different CSMA/CA parameters, Priority Queuing can be applied to reduce queuing delays of high priority traffic (Fig. 3). In this case, slotted CSMA/CA uses priority scheduling to select frames from queues, and then applies the adequate parameters corresponding to each service class. Note that if a low priority frame is selected, i.e. the high priority queue is empty, then the backoff process corresponding to this frame will not be preempted by a high priority frame arriving during that service time. It will have to wait until the low priority frame is sent, or rejected if the maximum number of backoff is reached. The heuristics for adequately setting the CSMA/CA parameters are the following. Intuitively, a first differentiation consists in setting \( CW_{\text{HP}} \) lower than \( CW_{\text{LP}} \). It results that low priority traffic has to assess the channel to be idle for a longer time before transmission. A second differentiation is related to the backoff interval. Providing lower backoff delay values for high priority traffic by setting \( mac\text{MinBE}_{\text{HP}} \) lower than \( mac\text{MinBE}_{\text{LP}} \) would improve its responsiveness without degrading its throughput, as it has been observed in [21] where these intuitive heuristics were previously evaluated.

V. IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH

The mechanism was implemented over the open-ZB [22] IEEE 802.15.4 stack implementation in ERIKA [23] Real-Time Operating System (RTOS). ERIKA is a multi-processor RTOS kernel for embedded devices, which implements a set of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) similar to those of OSEK/VDX [24] standard for automotive embedded controllers.

This version of the open-ZB protocol stack implementation was specially designed to cope with the stringent timing requirements imposed by the IEEE 802.15.4 operating in beacon-enabled mode. As shown in a previous work [20], fulfilling these requirements can
become quite challenging at high duty-cycles or if the network traffic considerably increases, when relying on other operating systems like TinyOS, which do not provide any kind of real-time guarantees. Because of this fact and since the performance assessment of the proposed mechanism involves a significant stress on the network, and consequently in the OS and protocol stack, we have chosen this platform to assess and validate the traffic differentiation strategies.

A. System Overview

The implementation of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocols over ERIKA is organized in a layered architecture, in which the HW layer abstracts the current selection of hardware components described in section 6.1. Figure 4 presents an overview of the system architecture [25].

![System Architecture](image)

The HW interrupts layer holds the ERIKA Interrupt Service Routines (ISRs), handling all hardware interrupts. Above it, the ieee802.15.4 interrupts’ layer implements the support for the IEEE 802.15.4 communication protocol. This layer contains the code to initialize the hardware timers, to initialize the communication between the radio transceiver and the microcontroller unit (MCU), and to handle timer and transceiver interrupts. The CC2420 driver implements the communication with the radio transceiver and exports to the CC2420-Hardware Abstraction Layer (CC2420-HAL) all the primitives standardized in IEEE 802.15.4 PHY. The Transceiver-HAL was designed to extend the radio transceiver support to different hardware solutions. The ERIKA layer is responsible for managing the system hardware resources and providing OS services such as task management, resource access control, and interrupt and timer management. Software timer abstractions are provided by means of software counters and alarms. Alarms are software abstractions for timers. The ieee 802.15.4 alarms are used in this context to activate periodic tasks.

The common lib is a generic library providing some software utilities to the upper layers. More specifically, this layer provides: (1) basic data structures used in memory buffer management; and (2) debugging support, e.g., utilities for printing data on the console using serial communication with the MCU UART port. The ieee802.15.4 Lib supports the PHY and MAC layers of IEEE 802.15.4 standard by controlling the timing and memory management services provided by the underlying layers.

B. TRADIF implementation

Implementing these mechanisms imposed a minor modification to a few MAC functions that were in charge of queuing/dequeuing messages and initializing the slotted CSMA/CA parameters. Everything else remained unchanged. A thorough description of the implementation is carried out in [26].

A new mode of operation (TRADIF) was implemented in addition to the standard IEEE 802.15.4 implementation, in such a way that it could be enabled or disabled simply by setting a variable in the protocol stack configuration file, in the same way it was possible to set other MAC parameters like BO or SO. In TRADIF mode, support was provided for the two queuing strategies: FIFO and PQ. Since in the proposed mechanism only two priority levels are assumed, Priority Queuing mode support has been provided by maintaining two transmission queues: High Priority (HP) queue and Low Priority (LP) queue.

In the standard mode, when a message is to be sent, it is enqueued in the send buffer and its transmission is triggered. This is unchanged for the FIFO mode of TRADIF. In Priority Queuing mode, when a message is to be sent, it is enqueued in the High Priority (HP) or Low Priority (LP) Queue, depending on the priority of the message. In our implementation, command frames have been treated as high priority traffic and data frames as low priority, by default. However, this can be easily modified to support prioritization of traffic generated at application level (which was done for the performance evaluation, as discussed in the next section).

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We carried out a thorough experimental analysis of TRADIF to understand the impact of these mechanisms on the network performance, namely in terms of network throughput ($S$) and probability of successful transmissions ($Ps$), for different offered loads ($G$), in one cluster with a star-based topology. Both metrics ($S$, $Ps$) have been also used to evaluate the performance of the Slotted CSMA/CA MAC protocol [21] in previous works. The network throughput ($S$) represents the fraction of traffic correctly received normalized to the overall capacity of the network (250 kbps). The success probability ($Ps$) reflects the degree of reliability achieved by the network for successful transmissions. This metric is computed as the throughput $S$ divided by $G$, representing the amount of traffic sent from the application layer to the MAC sub-layer, also normalized to the overall network capacity.

A. Testbed Setup

The experimental setup consisted of five FLEX boards [27] programmed with the open-ZB [25] IEEE 802.15.4 implementation over the ERIKA operating system with the traffic differentiation add-on.

The FLEX consists of an embedded board for the development of embedded real-time applications. It features
a DsPIC33FJ256MC710 Microcontroller [28] at 40 MHz, 256 Kb of Flash memory and 32 Kb of RAM.

It is also equipped with a Flexipanel EASYBEE IEEE 802.15.4 Transceiver module [29] to enable communications. Figure 5 presents a picture of the setup. One of these devices was programmed as Coordinator and the others as End Devices. The End Devices were used to generate traffic, both high and low priority, while the Coordinator, apart from synchronizing the devices through beacon transmission, was also used to manage the experiment by transmitting control information included in its beacon payload.

Figure 5. Testbed Setup

The payload included information about the amount and type of traffic to be generated by the end devices and signals to start and end the experiment (Figure 6). This information was send to the Coordinator device through a serial port connection. The end devices, upon receiving the beacon, would set the traffic generator alarms (of both high and low priority), with intervals as specified in the beacon payload.

Although the traffic differentiation mechanism considers by default command frames as high priority and data frames as low priority traffic, this was modified to carry out the performance evaluation, and only data frames were used for both high and low priority traffic, not to interfere with the protocol stack. The first byte of the application payload of the packet was used to differentiate both traffic classes.

To measure output parameters such as throughput, delays and queue overflows, the same strategy was used.

Different counters were inserted at various stages of the transmission procedure, starting from the traffic generation at application layer to transmission from the physical layer. For instance, a high priority packet counter at the application level (hp_app_counter), was used to count the number of high priority packets generated by an end device from the beginning of the experiment to the instant of that packet creation. The counter was incremented with every call to generate_hp_traffic() and inserted into the application payload of the high priority messages. Other counters were used: lp/hp_queued, counters representing the number of high and low priority packets successfully enqueued; lp/hp_mac_sent, counters representing the number of packets transmitted after completing the CSMA/CA procedure; lp/hp_csma_fail, counters representing failed slotted CSMA/CA transmissions; and also the lp/hp_last_csma_delay_backoff_period, counters for measuring the CSMA delay in the last transmission of respective priority classes, in backoff units. A Chipcon CC2420 packet sniffer [30] was used to capture the traffic for processing and analysis.

![Figure 6. A view of the TI CC2420 Sniffer output](image)

The packet analyzer generates a log file containing all the received packets and the corresponding timestamps (Figure 6), enabling to retrieve all the necessary data embedded in the packets payload. A parser application was developed to carry out that task.

B. Experimental Evaluation

The set of experiments consisted of varying low priority traffic while keeping high priority traffic constant, and measuring the throughput of the high priority traffic for the different scenarios. The values of CSMA parameters used for each of these scenarios are listed in Table 1.

![Table 1](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>[macMinBE&lt;sub&gt;hp&lt;/sub&gt;, eMaxDC&lt;sub&gt;hp&lt;/sub&gt;]</th>
<th>[macMinBE&lt;sub&gt;lp&lt;/sub&gt;, eMaxDC&lt;sub&gt;lp&lt;/sub&gt;]</th>
<th>CW&lt;sub&gt;hp&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>CW&lt;sub&gt;lp&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sc1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although, the IEEE 802.15.4-2006 standard allows a higher setting of aMaxBE, (up to 8), we used the same scenarios to enable a fair comparison with the simulation results in [5]. Each case was examined for FIFO as well as Priority Queuing scheduling policies.

The network was set to work in full duty cycle with BO=SO=6, with no hidden nodes, and the traffic generation was controlled using timers, generating high priority frames at a rate of 40 frames/second and low priority frames ranging from 3 frames/second up to 600 frames/second.

Several runs were carried out for each traffic interval stopping the experiment every time the number of high priority packets received reached 1000. In the following discussions, Application layer traffic is denoted by Gapp and the MAC layer traffic by Gmac. Similarly, Gapp_hp and Gapp_lp are used to denote Application layer high
priority and low priority traffics, and \textit{Gmac\_hp}, \textit{Gmac\_lp} used for MAC layer high and low priority traffic, respectively.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of the success rates of the high priority application traffic of the four scenarios of Table 1, for both FIFO and Priority Queuing mode. These results are analogous to the ones obtained through simulation in [5], illustrated in figure 3 in section 4.2.

![Figure 7. Probability of Success for FIFO and PQ mode](image)

The contention window size for high priority frames is kept 2 (standard value) in all cases, while it is increased to 3 for low priority frames in Sc2 and Sc4. On the other hand, the value of \textit{macMinBE} is kept constant (2, standard value) for low priority traffic in all cases, whereas it is set to 0 for high priority traffic in Sc3 and Sc4.

Concerning the FIFO mechanism, it can be observed that all three scenarios of parameter tuning (Sc [2-4]) result in higher success rates compared to the standard case (Sc1). Sc1, presents the lowest success probability. Sc3, in which \textit{macMinBE}\textsubscript{HP} is decreased to 0, results in improved success rates, but it is still very close to the standard case (change of 0-5%). This is so because setting \textit{macMinBE}\textsubscript{HP} lower than \textit{macMinBE}\textsubscript{LP} means lower backoff delays for high priority traffic (refer to slotted CSMA/CA algorithm, Figure 2), but the number of backoffs and contention window size, which are directly related to the contention success probability, are unchanged. On the other hand, setting \textit{CW}\textsubscript{HP} greater than \textit{CW}\textsubscript{LP} means that high priority traffic need the channel to remain idle for shorter time before transmitting, which means higher probability of success in every sensing attempt. The comparatively higher success rates in Sc2 and Sc4 (improvement of 20-25%) reflect this, showing greater improvement in performance by setting \textit{CW}\textsubscript{HP} > \textit{CW}\textsubscript{LP}, compared to changing \textit{macMinBE}\textsubscript{HP}.

A similar behavior is observed for PQ mode. For both queuing strategies, results were very alike concerning scenarios 2 and 4, showing that the correct setting of the CW has the greatest effect in the throughput of both queuing modes. One of the noticeable changes from the FIFO cases is the fall of success probability of Sc3. Again, the effect of changing \textit{macMinBE}\textsubscript{HP}, which would decrease the backoff delay of high priority packet, does not make much difference on contention success. Therefore, Sc1 and Sc3 have approximately the same success rates for Priority Queuing at higher traffic loads.

Sc2 and Sc4, again have better success rates since setting having \textit{CW}\textsubscript{HP} lesser than \textit{CW}\textsubscript{LP} means that high priority traffic need the channel to remain idle for shorter time before transmitting and hence has more chances of success. In this case again, changing \textit{CW}\textsubscript{LP} to 3 improves the success rate of high probability packets by 20 to 25%. As shown, the priority queuing mechanism slightly improves the probability of success when compared to FIFO. However, its main contribution is in reducing the queuing delay as shown in [5], since the high priority queue will always take precedence over low priority queue, thus reducing queuing delay for high priority packets.

To separately evaluate the effect of the priority queuing mechanism, a single sender was used to generate equal amount of high and low priority frames. The queue size for both high and low priority queues was set to hold 15 messages. The Application layer traffic generation rate was increased at equal rate. The number of packets enqueued of both types was calculated by parsing the output file of the sniffer used to receive packets.

![Figure 8. Comparing queuing success in Priority Queuing](image)

Figure 8 shows the packets enqueued against the packets generated by the application of both high and low priority. It is visible that beyond 20% of channel capacity, while the low priority frames are dropped due to queue overflow, the high priority frames are unaffected. Moreover, it indicates that at high traffic load, priority queuing plays an important role in ensuring the precedence of high priority frames. This will result in a lower queuing delay for high priority packets. However, the improvement of this differentiation scheme to the throughput of high priority command frames is more significant than the degradation of the throughput of low priority data frames (Figure 9), which further demonstrates the efficiency of this differentiation mechanism. As shown, the Probability of Success of low priority frames for PQ Sc2 and Sc4 is just slightly lower (5%) at high offered loads than with the default MAC, taking advantage of lower CW at lower loads, thus increasing throughput.
This paper presented the implementation of a set of traffic differentiation mechanisms for the IEEE 802.15.4 slotted CSMA/CA using the open-ZB IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee protocol stack over the ERIKA real-time operating system. We carried out a thorough experimental analysis of the mechanisms, showing that adequately tuning the parameters of slotted CSMA/CA leads to an improved QoS for time-critical messages. This fact is especially visible by tuning the CWinit parameter of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC.

This practical proposal can be easily used since it only requires a minor add-on and ensures backward compatibility with the existing standard. Thus, it can be integrated in future versions of the standard, such as the IEEE 802.15.4e amendment. Moreover, several higher layers protocols could potentially benefit from these add-ons, as the IEEE 802.15.4 serves as a baseline for ZigBee and 6LoWPAN, among others. With this in mind, we are currently triggering the implementation of these mechanisms in TinyOS, both for the IEEE 802.15.4 beacon and non-beacon enabled modes, to provide an even larger WSN community with a simple set of mechanisms for supporting traffic differentiation in IEEE 802.15.4-based networks.
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